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MARK SUMMARY
2019, Even Semester, Periode 1
Course id : ISYS8033 - Services Oriented Enterprise
Class : LMA1
Lecturer : D4898 - Dr. Ahmad Nurul Fajar, S.T., M.T.
No Nim Name Final exam (40%) Paper (20%) Project Presentation
(40%)
Final Grade
1 2140054195 DYAH YUNIATI 92 92 95 94 A
2 2140054200 HENWY WIBOWO 86 92 95 91 A
3 2140054213 HENDRIKUS RIDIYANTO 92 92 90 92 A
4 2140054226 HUSEIN FADHLULLAH 83 88 93 88 A-
5 2140054232 MARIA LISTYA SLAMAT DOY 80 90 90 86 A-
6 2140054245 UTAMA PRIBADI 83 91 90 88 A-
7 2140054251 MUHAMMAD HADI EDRUS
ALAYDRUS
82 90 93 88 A-
8 2140054264 ALHANIF FAIRUSZABADI 80 88 93 87 A-
9 2140054270 D'MITRY ADAM NUGROHO 80 83 90 85 A-
10 2140054283 KENNY SAHPUTERA 87 88 93 90 A
11 2140054296 JENNIFER ALEXANDRA 92 92 95 94 A
12 2140054440 MUHAMAD FADHLY 86 92 95 91 A
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Login As  Lecturer
YOUR CLASS :
Home Class ISYS8033 - Services Oriented Enterprise
Services Oriented Enterprise
Introduce state of the art and concept of service oriented computing (SOC) in enterprise environment. Introduce new way of
thinking about applications,partnerships,outsourcing and provide framework that aligning IT and Business. Introduce enterprise
performance management (service performance), Business Process Management (service integration) and Service Oriented




Teaching and Learning Strategies
Textbook
LO1 Demonstrate understanding and analyzing of the service oriented modeling, service life cycle,and services components
LO2 Demonstrate understanding and analyzing about Service Definition, Discovery and Deployment
LO3 Demonstrate analyzing, Design, and Build SOA Development
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NO NIM STUDENT NAME TOTAL SESSION MAX ABSENCE SESSION DONE TOTAL ABSENCE
1 2140054195 DYAH YUNIATI 6 0 6 0
2 2140054200 HENWY WIBOWO 6 0 6 0
3 2140054213 HENDRIKUS RIDIYANTO 6 0 6 0
4 2140054226 HUSEIN FADHLULLAH 6 0 6 0
5 2140054232 MARIA LISTYA SLAMAT DOY 6 0 6 0
6 2140054245 UTAMA PRIBADI 6 0 6 0
7 2140054251 MUHAMMAD HADI EDRUS ALAYDRUS 6 0 6 0
8 2140054264 ALHANIF FAIRUSZABADI 6 0 6 0
9 2140054270 D'MITRY ADAM NUGROHO 6 0 6 0
10 2140054283 KENNY SAHPUTERA 6 0 6 0
11 2140054296 JENNIFER ALEXANDRA 6 0 6 0
12 2140054440 MUHAMAD FADHLY 6 0 6 0
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